International Symposium
»TEACHING IS LEARNING: METHODS, CONTENTS AND
ROLE MODELS IN THE DIDACTICS OF MARTIAL ARTS«
8. Annual Meeting of the
German Society of Sport Science’s
Committee for Martial Arts Studies
from October 3-5, 2019
at the University of Vechta, Germany

Call for Abstracts
From instrumental didactics in the training of police forces to the philosophical didactics of classical masters to pedagogical didactics in modern physical education: teaching
and learning to fight has been and still is extraordinary due to its extremely wide phenomenology.
Fighting as physical togetherness, as the immediacy of oscillating power and powerlessness under the roof of cultural symbolism will be examined. The focus on a pedagogical/ didactic perspective not only serves to visualise methods, contents, settings and locations of teaching and learning how to fight, but also to recognise role models as well as the
reflection of target settings and achievements.
The conference, to which especially teachers, sociologists and coaches in martial arts
are invited, takes place from October 3-5 at the University of Vechta, Lower Saxony, Germany.
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Conference issues
Contributions should be based on the following issues:
❖ How is fighting taught in different scenarios? Which teaching methods are app-

lied? Are the teaching methods valid to serve their purposes?
❖ Which contents are taught? How are practical and theoretical, possibly educatio-

nal contents connected?
❖ Which kinds of media are used to assist teaching (e.g. videos, virtual or augmented

reality, scenario learning)?
❖ Is the curriculum expedient and economic from a training perspective? Which new

findings in sports science are adapted into teaching methods?
❖ How is teaching structured in pedagogical-educational contexts? Which compe-

tence goals are pursued and achieved?
❖ Does a professionalisation of teaching take place? How is the apprenticeship of

trainers organised and what is its legal state?
❖ Do role models for teachers and students exist? Are these role-models affected

by martial art phenomena like mystification or master cult? Do the role models differ according to socio-cultural backgrounds, gender or the specific martial art?
❖ Do fighter types exist? Are there preconditions or characteristics that make enga-

gement the learning of fighting and teaching (more or less) likely?
❖ Is teaching also used for political or ideological purposes? Are the philosophical-

ethical principles of fighting styles (if existing) transformed into the teaching methods?

Keynote speakers
Prof. Dr. Alfred Richartz, University of Hamburg
Sigrid Happ, University of Hamburg

Practical workshops & free training
Participants may use the university sports facilities as part of their practical workshops or for free training.

Language
Despite the main conference language being German, a number of lectures is held in
English and – usually– every participant is able to communicate in English. We will ensure
that foreign participants will be able to participate in to the best possible degree.
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Notes
Presentation types
Time frame
Lecture

20 min + 10 min discussion

Poster presentation

exhibition

Practical workshop

50 min

Abstracts
Abstracts should not exceed one page. Please note whether you prefer to present a
lecture, a poster presentation or a practical workshop.
Please send your abstract to kuk2019@uni-vechta.de no later than May 30th. Submitted abstracts are peer-reviewed in a double-blind procedure. Criteria are as follows:
1.

Formal quality features (please use the APA citation style)

2.

Reference to the Call for Abstracts (Criterion not necessary for junior scientists)

3.

Importance for martial arts science or practice

4.

Originality or degree of innovation

5.

Scientific quality

Three types of abstracts are distinguished:
I. Conceptual abstracts on theoretical, hermeneutic or normative works, but also on
empirical conceptions of studies whose implementation has not yet begun or
awaits completion.
II. Empirical abstracts on studies in which (first) results are already reported.
III. Workshop abstracts for practical workshops. This should be neither a mere martial arts demonstration nor a kind of trial training (for the purpose of promotion).
The workshop should rather be used
(a) to concretize a previously held lecture through embodiment,
(b) to put a didactic theory to a practical test (with the participants as subjects),
(c) to provide an insight into exceptional movement settings (e.g., martial arts
with handicapped people, exotic martial arts).
Workshops should consider a warming-up, a theoretical introduction, a practical
application and a discussion.
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Further information
Conference homepage (German)
Conference news can be found on the conference homepage.

Directions & location plan
A description of how to get to the venue and a campus overview can be found here. Recommended nearby airports are Bremen (BRE), Münster/ Osnabrück (FMO) and Hamburg
(HAM). (Please be warned that German railway is not as reliable as you would expect.)

Snacks & food
Snacks and drinks are included in the conference fee, but the main meals are not. For
lunch, the run-down city center can be visited. For the conference dinner on Thursday evening, reservations are not required.

Hotel recommendations
Please contact us if you wish us to do the reservation for you.
Hotel

Accommodation
costs

Distance to
venue

Link

M24

65,00 €

700 m

m24-vechta.de

Hotel Tannenhof

55,00 €

800 m

hotel-tannenhof-vechta.de

Hotel am Pferdezentrum

47,00 €

1,3 km

am-pferdezentrum.de

Schäfers Hotel

60,00 €

1,3 km

hotel-schaefers.de

Hotel Bremer Tor

57,00 €

1,4 km

bremertor.de

Hotel Villa Linda

63,00 €

1,5 km

villalinda.de

Hotel am Neuen Markt

50,00 €

1,5 km

hotel-am-neuen-markt.de

Burghotel Dinklage

130,00 €

16 km

vilavitaburghotel.de

Conference fee & account details
Conference fee

Early Bird (until May 30th)

Standard

Standard

80,00 €

100,00 €

Students/ postgraduates

30,00 €

50,00 €

Recipient:

Universitaet Vechta

IBAN:

DE65 2505 0000 0106 0201 18

BIC:

NOLA DE 2H XXX

Purpose of payment:

KuK2019 »Your name«
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Date & schedule:

October 3-5, 2019

Conference host:

University of Vechta, Lower-Saxony, Germany

Contact:

Dr. Martin Meyer
Phone: 0059 (0)4441 15 154
Mail: martin.meyer@uni-vechta.de
Prof. Dr. Dr. Mario Staller
Phone: 0049 (0)2331 3678-3012
Mail: mario.staller@fhoev.nrw.de

Abstract deadline:

May 30th,
please submit via kuk2019@uni-vechta.de

Universität Vechta
Driverstr. 22
49377 Vechta
D-Germany
www.uni-vechta.de
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